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ABSTRACT
Test results consisting of direct and transverse force coefficients are
presented for eleven, sawtooth-pattern, damper-seal configurations.
The designation "damper" seal refers to a seal which uses a
deliberately roughened stator and smooth rotor as suggested by von
Pragenau [1] to increase the net damping force developed by a seal.
The designation "sawtooth-pattern" refers to a stator roughness pattern
whose normal cross section to the axis of the seal resembles a saw
tooth with the teeth direction opposing fluid motion in the direction
of shaft rotation. The sawtooth pattern yields axial grooves in the
stator which are interrupted by spacer elements which act as flow
constrictions or "dams".
All seals tested use the same smooth rotor and have the same,
constant, minimum clearance. The stators which were tested examined
the consequences of changes in the following design parameters:
(a) axial-groove depth (tooth height),
(b) number of teeth,
(c) number of sawtooth sections,
(d) number of spacer elements (dams),
(e) dam width,
(f) Axially aligned sawtooth sections versus axially-staggered
sawtooth sections, and
(g) Groove geometry.
From a rotordynamics viewpoint, none of the sawtooth-pattern seals
performs as well as the best round-hole-pattern seal. The best
sawtooth-pattern stator yielded 18$ more net damping than a smooth seal
1
versus 38$ more net damping for the best round-hole-pattern damper
seal. Maximum damping configurations for the sawtooth and round-hole-
pattern stators had comparable stiffness performance; however, the
maximum-damping saw-tooth-pattern stator leaked approximately 20$ more
than the maximum-damping round-hole pattern stator.
From a leakage viewpoint, several of the sawtooth pattern stators
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NOMENCLATURE
c: Cross-coupled damping coefficient, introduced in Eq. (1),
FT/L.
k: Cross-coupled stiffness coefficient, introduced in Eq. (1),
F/L.
mr, nr: Empirical turbulence coefficients to define the seal-rotor
friction factor.
ms, ns: Empirical turbulence coefficients to define the seal-stator
friction factor.
A: Dynamic seal eccentricity, introduced in Eq. (2).
C: Direct damping coefficient, introduced in Eq. (1), FT/L.
Cef: Net damping coefficient, introduced in Eq. (10), FT/L.
CD: Discharge coefficient, introduced in Eq. (11).
CL,: Leakage coefficient, introduced in Eq. (12).
Minimum radial seal clearance, L.
FX» FY: Cartesian components of the seal reaction force, introduced
in Eq. (1 ), F.
Fr, FQ: Radial and circumferential components of the seal reaction
force, F.
K: Direct seal stiffness coefficient, introduced in Eq. (1),
F/L.
M: Seal added mass coefficient, introduced in Eq. (1), M.
Mef: Effective seal added-mass coefficient, introduced in Eq.
(10), M.
AP; Seal pressure differential, F/L2.
R: Seal radius, L.
Ra • 2pVCr/u: Reynolds number.
V: Average axial fluid velocity in the seal L/T.
X, Y: Seal displacement components, introduced in Eq. (1), L.
Xr: Seal rotor friction factor, defined in Eq. (5).
o •= X(L/Cr): Axial pressure-gradient coefficient,
p: Seal density. M/L3.
u>: Seal rotational and precessional velocity, T"1
p: Seal viscosity, FT/L2.
INTRODUCTION
The test and analysis results which are reported here were obtained
under NASA Contract NAS8-3582i4. The present work continues research
activity which began in January of 1980 under NASA Contract NAS8-33716.
Earlier contract reports C3~7] provide detailed information covering
the following points:
(a) test-section and facility description,
(b) test-objectives and procedures, and
(c) data acquisition, analysis and procedures.
Most of this information is not repeated here, and interested readers
are referred to earlier reports.
From a rotordynamics viewpoint, seal analysis has the objective of




















where X, Y are components of the seal-rotor displacement relative to
its stator and FXI FY are components of the reaction force. The
diagonal and off-diagonal stiffness and damping coefficients are
referred to, respectively, as "direct" and "cross-coupled". The
cross-coupled coefficients arise due to fluid rotation within the seal.
The coefficient M accounts for the seal's added mass.
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If a circular orbit of the form
X = A coswt, Y = A sinut (2)
is assumed, Eq. (1) yields the following definition of force
coefficients which are, respectively, parallel and perpendicular to the
rotating displacement vector
Fr/A = -K -coj + Mo)2
(3)
Fe/A = k - Co>
Observe that the cross-coupled-stiffness coefficient k yields a
"driving" tangential contribution in the direction of rotation, while
the direct damping coefficient develops a drag force opposing the
tangential velocity.
A prior investigation [6] examined five new "damper seal"
configurations which were largely inspired by von Pragenau's work [1].
Von Pragenau's analysis predicts that a smooth-rotor/rough-stator
combination will yield a reduced asymptotic fluid tangential velocity
within the seal, which will, in turn, yield a reduction in the
cross-coupled stiffness coefficient. A reduced cross-coupled stiffness
coefficient reduces the destabilizing tangential driving force on the
rotor, yields an increased net damping force, and generally enhances
rotor stability and response. A subsequent and more comprehensive
analysis by Childs and Kim [2], yields the same sort of encouraging
predictions.
The results of [6] confirmed that damper seals could yield
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increased net damping coefficients and showed particularly encouraging
results for the round-hole pattern configuration of figure 1. The
report [7] provided test data for twelve additional round-hole-pattern
seal configurations.
The results of [6] also included test results for the sawtooth-
pattern, axially-grooved seal of figure 2. The teeth in the sawtooth-
pattern cross section are directed against fluid rotation, with the
intuitive expectation that this arrangement reduces the average
circumferential fluid velocity and thereby reduces the cross-coupled-
stiffness-coefficient, k. Test results for this seal showed a
substantial increase in net damping as compared to a smooth seal;
however, the leakage performance was only slightly better than a smooth
seal and substantially worse than the hole pattern seal. The present
report provides test data for eleven, sawtooth-pattern seals which are
"inspired" by the original axially-grooved seal of figure 2, but have
additional intermediate separators between the sawtooth pattern
sections to improve leakage performance. The hope and expectation of
this test program was that a sawtooth-pattern seal could be developed
which retained or improved upon the damping performance suggested by
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Figure 2. Axially-grooved, sawtooth-pattern stator
insert with end seals.
TEST CONFIGURATIONS, CAPABILITY. AND RESULTS
Test Configurations
The seal test section Is illustrated in figure 3 and is designed to
accept candidate seal inserts. All seals tested use a smooth rotor and
have a constant minimum clearance, i.e., no taper. Figure H
illustrates the assembly procedure for the sawtooth-pattern seal. The
sawtooth-pattern sections are pressed into a stainless-steel housing
and separated by dams. A brass retaining ring at the seal entrance
holds the seal-ring/dam assembly together.
All stators tested had 1 inch ( 101.6 mm) internal diameters, were
2 inches (50 mm) long, and had .020 in (.508 mm) minimum radial
clearances.
Figure 5 illustrates the dimensions and arrangements for stators 1
through 4. Observe that the axial-grooves in the seal section are
aligned for seals 1 and 3 (straight), but are staggered for seals 2 and
i*. The groove-depth (tooth height) of 2.5^ 4 mm is characteristically
large for these four stators.
Figure 6 illustrates the dimensions for seals 5 through 7. By
comparison to figure 2, seal 5 has the same cross-section as the
original axial-grooved seal. The three, stator cross sections of
figure 6 differ only in the number of teeth or grooves. For these



































Figure *l. Cross-section of sawtooth-pattern stator.
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SEAL 6 80 teeth
2.54mm
SEAL 7 55 teeth
2.54ma
Figure 6. Schematic for sawtooth-pattern stators 5 through 7.
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SEALS 8 AND 10 STAGGERED
1.9845BB-*- •*- 3.3172nn
1.524
Figure 7. Schematic for sawtooth-pattern stators 8 through 11
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Figure 7 illustrates the dimensions of seals 9 through 11. The




was easily calculated for the round-hole pattern seals. For the
present seals, the area of a single "hole" is defined to be An - BXE.
Table 1 provides, the dimensions, and h/Cr and Y ratios for all of the
sawtooth-pattern stators.
Test and Data Capability
The rotor segments of the test seal are mounted eccentrically on the
rotor of figure 2 with the eccentricity A. Hence, rotor rotation
generates a synchronously precessing pressure field. Axially spaced,
strain-gauge, pressure transducers are provided to measure the
transient pressure field, and the transient pressure measurements are
recorded and integrated to define Fr/A, Fg/A, and |F|. In any test,
five to ten cycles of data, containing on the order of 2,000 data
points, are analyzed. Each data point yields a calculated value for
Fp/A, FQ/A and |F|, and average and standard-deviation values are
calculated for the test case. Observe from Eq. (3) that the test
apparatus yields only the net radial and tangential force coefficients
and can not be used to separately identify the seal coefficients.
The analysis of von Pragenau [1] and Childs and Kim [2] indicates
that the seal rotor and stator roughness are important in defining the
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Fg/A. For homogeneous roughness, estimate? for the relative roughness
parameters can be obtained from measured results for the axial pressure
gradient and leakage rate. The required data, consisting of the supply
and discharge pressures and pressure measurements at axial locations
throughout the seal, are sampled, averaged, and recorded immediately
before transient data are recorded. For homogeneous-roughness
stators, this data can be used as input data for predictions of seal
rotordynamic coefficients. However, no analytical model presently
exists for the inhomogeneous and discontinuous roughness pattern
presented by these sawtooth stators.
For a given seal configuration, a test matrix is carried out with
variations in the flowrate (axial Reynolds number) and shaft rotational
speed. The flowrate is varied from a minimum value, which Is
sufficient to yield adequate signal-to-noise ratios of the transient
pressure measurements, out to the maximum flow capability of the
circuit. Shaft rotation speed is incremented from approximately 1,000
rpm to 7,200 rpm. In a given test series, the axial Reynolds number is
held constant and the running speed incremented.
For a given test, the following two types of data are secured:
(a) steady-state "input" data consisting of the pressure
differential, average fluid density and viscosity, mass leakage
rate, and rotational speed, and
(b) "output" data consisting of Fr/A, F0/A, \F\ versus the axial
Reynolds number and shaft running speed.
The tables of Appendices B and C provide this type of data for each
test of each seal configuration.
23
DYNAMIC TEST RESULTS
Figure 8 through 18 illustrate measured result? for Fr/A and Fg/A
versus Ra and cj for the sawtooth-pattern seals. Each curve of these
figures corresponds to a fixed axial Reynolds number, Ra. Appendix B
contains the data presented in these figures.
The results of figures 8 through 18 generally follow the
predictions of Eq. (3). The radial force coefficients starts at a
negative valve for low running speeds and increases in an approximate
quadratic fashion as w increases. The tangential force coefficients is
an approximate linear function of 01.
An inspection of Eqs. (3) suggest that sufficient independent
equations could be obtained to calculate all the rotordynamic
coefficients by simply testing at three running speeds. However, the
fact that the coefficients depend on u> precludes this approach. While
K, C, and M are weak functions of u through their dependence on a, the
"cross-coupled" coefficients k and c are linear functions of tu. In
fact, if the fluid is prerotated prior to entering the seal such that
the inlet tangential velocity is UQO •= Rco/2, then theory predicts that
k = Cu)/2, c = Mco, and
Fp/A - -K, Fe/A = -Coo/2 (M)
The present test apparatus provides no intentional prerotation, and the
expected result is of the form
k - b-iCoj/2, b!<1
c - b2Mo>, b2<1 (5)
Fe/A • -Cef to • -C(1-b1/2)u)
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Figure 18. Radial and tangential force coefficients for sawtooth
stator U.
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The term Cef denotes the "net damping coefficient" resulting from the
drag force Cu>A and the forward whirl excitation force kA. Note
that the procedure of curvefitting the data with respect to co
eliminates the running-speed dependency. Further, Kef is the zero-
running speed intercept of the Fr/A versus w curve, and Cef is the
slope of the F0/A versus oi curve. Experimentally-determined values are
presented in tables 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) for Kef, Cef, and Mef.
From a rotordynamics viewpoint, Kef and Cef can be used for direct
comparison of the performance of seal configurations at the same
pressure differential. For leakage comparison, the leakage coefficient
is defined using the conventional discharge-coefficient definition
pV2
AP = Cd (7)
2
which yields




CL - ( —) Cd - Q (2TiR2 V/^2APJ (8)
R p
The coefficient CL is a nondimensional relative measure of the leakage
to be expected through seals having the same radius.
Figures 19 through 27 illustrate Kef, Cef, and CL versus AP for
all of the sawtooth-pattern stators. For comparison purposes, results
are also given in these figures for a smooth stator and the hole-
pattern stator with maximum net damping.
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Table 2(a). Measured values for Kef. Cef, and Mef for sawtooth
stators 1 through H.
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Table 2(b) Measured values for
stators 5 through 7.
Cef. and Mef for sawtooth
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Table 2(c). Measured values for Kef. Cef, and
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Figure 19. Cef versus AP for sawtooth stators 1 through 4,
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Figure 20. Kef versus AP for sawtooth stators 1 through 4,
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Figure 21. CL versus AP for sawtooth stators 1 through 4,
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Figure 22. Cef versus AP for sawtooth stators 5 through 7,
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Figure 23. Kef veroua AP for sawtooth atators 5 through 7*
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Figure 24. CL versus AP for sawtooth stators 5 through 7.
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Figure 25. Cef versus AP for sawtooth stators 8 through 11,
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Figure 26. Kef versus AP for sawtooth stators 8 through 11.
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Figure 27. CL versus AP for sawtooth stators 8 through 11,
a smooth stator, and the optimum-damping round-hole-
pattern stator.
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Test result? for stators 1 through H are presented in figures 19
through 21. Results for thee seals are grouped together, because they
have the same groove geometry and h/Cr - 5. From figure 19, the
damping performance of those seals is, at best, comparable to that of a
smooth seal and substantially inferior to the best damper seal. As
illustrated in figure 20, Kef for these seals is generally less than
comparable values for the damper seal and significantly less than
measured values for a smooth seal. Stators 1 and 2 have perceptibly
higher stiffness valves than stators 3 and 14, presumably because of
differences in Y for the two stator groups. Test results for hole-
pattern seals [7] showed a consistent drop in Kef as Y increases.
Figure 21 shows stators 1 through 4 to leak substantially less than a
smooth seal. Stators 1 and 2 leak worse than the damper seal; seals 3
and 4 leak less. The original vortex flowmeters used for leakage
measurements were replaced by turbine flowmeters between tests for
stators 3 and ^, because they yielded invalid data at higher Reynolds
numbers.
The results for sawtooth patterns 5 through 7 are grouped together
in figures 22 through 25, because these stators have the same groove
geometry, and all have h/Cr = 2. The sawtooth cross-section of stator
munber 5 coincides with the original axially-grooved seal of [6].
These seals differ only in the number of grooves used in the sawtooth
cross section with a consequent change in the hole-density parameter Y.
Figure 22 shows the damping performance of these stators to be
comparable to a smooth seal and substantially inferior to the best
hole-pattern damper seal. The stiffness results of figure 23 are
erratic but generally show stiffness values on a par with the damper
seal. The leakage result? of figure 25 show that all of these seals
leak worse than the hole-pattern damper seal but less than a smooth
seal.
The results for stators 8 through 11 are grouped together in
figures 25 through 27 because they have the same groove geometry and
all have h/Cr «• 3-0. The design for these seals was guided by results
for the hole-pattern seal which showed maximum damping to result for
h/Cr •= 3.0 and Y - 0.3^ . Figure 25 shows that all of these stators
have better damping performance than a smooth seal and worse than the
hole-pattern damper seal. Figure 26 shows lower Kef values for stators
8, 9, and 11 than the damper seal, but higher or comparable values for
stator 10. Figure 27 shows superior leakage performance for stator 9
(Y=0.68), lesser but comparable performance for stators 11 (Y=0.147) and
8 (Y=0.'47), and the worst performance for stator 10 (Y°0.33). Stators
8 and 11 have about the same leakage performance as the hole-pattern
stator. All of the sawtooth-pattern stators have much better
performance than the smooth seal.
From an overall viewpoint the best leakage performance for a
sawtooth pattern seal is provided by stators #9 (Y-0.68, h/Cr=3) and #3
or #4 (Y-O.?^, h/Cr=5.0). The maximum effective damping performance is
turned in by seals #8 (Y-0.48, h/Cr-3), #10 (Y-0.33, h/Cr=3), and #11
(Y-O.JJ7, h/Cr-3); each of which provides a maximum at various AP values
in figure 21. The maximum Kef values are provided by seals #10
(Y-0.33, h/Cr-3) and #7 (Y-0.31*, h/Cr-2).
These results support the following general conclusions:
(a) Leakage performance is improved by increasing Y and h/Cr.
From table 1, the minimum-leakage stators used dams with thin
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widths (0=0.4775 mm). A comparison of the results for stators 3
and 4 or 1 and 2 in figure 20 shows no particular advantage for
either straight or staggered assemblies.
(b) The clear superiority of the h/Cr = 3 ratio in maximizing
Cef is evident in the superior performances of stators 8, 10, and
11. The results do not seem to be particularly sensitive to Y.
(c) Stiffness is decreased by increasing h/Cr and Y.
From a rotordynamics viewpoint, stator number 10 has the best
combined attributes of maximizing Cef and Kef. Interestingly, the
parameters Y - 0.33 and h/Cr = 3 are almost exactly those obtained for
the hole-pattern seal with maximum damping (Y-0.3^, h/Cr=3). Note,
however, from figures 27 that stator number 10 leaks substantially
more than the hole-pattern damper seal.
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CONCLUSIONS
The results of this test program support the following general
conclusions:
(a) A sawtooth-pattern damper seal can be developed which has
substantially better leakage and damping performance than a
corresponding smooth seal; however, the best sawtooth-pattern seal
tested in this program was substantially inferior to the best
round-hole-pattern seal developed earlier, in terms of both net-
damping coefficients and leakage.
(b) Leakage performance is improved by increasing Y and h/Cr. No
advantage is demonstrated by using staggered versus inline
assembly of sawtooth-pattern seal segments. Leakage performance
is better with thin dams, which increases Y.
(c) For the h/Cr ratios tested (2, 3, 5), h/Cr - 3 is clearly
superior.
(d) Stiffness is decreased by increasing h/Cr and Y.
(e) In terms of Y and h/Cr, the sawtooth pattern seal with the
best rotordynamic performance in terms of the ordered criteria (i)
maximum damping and (ii) maximum stiffness had h/Cr - 3, Y - 0.33.
These are almost the same nondimensional parameters which were
obtained for the maximum-damping round-hole-pattern seal (h/Cr-3,
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STATIC TEST RESULTS FOR SAWTOOTH
PATTERN STATORS
A.I Test Data: Operating Conditions and Parameters for stator 1,
SAWTOOTH PATTERN ttl
25 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 2.540mm, GAMMA=0.40

















































































































































23. 15.632 1568.528 . 150E-03 6.315* 5310.
24. 16.015 1550.847 . 145E-O 3 6.154* 7186.
25. 24.511 1533.-301 .142E-03 7.436 1020.
26. 24.606 153c'.6'-'4 . 142E-O3 7.429 1724.
27. 24.575 1541.781 .142E-03 7.4*2 2586.
28. 24.773 1545.763 .143E-03 7.482 3468.
2"r'. 24.048 1546.371 . 144E-03 7.459 5310.
30. 25.074 1555.547 .146E-O3 7.070 7186.
* ESTIMATED
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A.2 Test Data: Operating Conditions and Parameters for stator 2
SAWTOOTH PATTERN #2
25 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 2.540mm, O.AMMA=0. 40



























































































































































































































A.3 Test Data: Operating Conditions and Parameters for stator 3-
SAWTOOTH PATTERN #3
25 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 2.540mm, G,AMhA=.74




























































































































































































































A.1! Test Data: Operating Conditions and Parameters for stator i\.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN tt4
25 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 2.54Omrri, GAMMA=.74


















































































































































23. 17.652 1566. 121=> . 14C'E-O3 4.c'56 5310.
24. 18.203 1575. 36C' . 152E-03 5.053 7186.
25. 26.834 1566.028 . 14'-'E-O3 6.202 1068.
26. 26.8^7 1570.ir'47 . 150E-03 6.237 1786.
27. 26.806 1567.587 . 14'r'E-O3 6.244 2661.
28. 27.063 1572.22^ .150E-03 6.266 3571.
2'=>. 27.171 1568.518 . 14OE-O3 6.190 5310.
30. 26.955 1563.5^0 .148E-03 6.106 7186.
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A.5 Test Data: Operating Conditions and Parameters for stator 5.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN 85
105 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 1.016mm, C-AMMA=0. 64




























































































































































































































A.6 Test Data: Operating Conditions and Parameters for stator 6.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN #6
SO TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 1.016mm, GAMMA=0.49

































































































































































































































A.7 Test Data: Operating Conditions and Parameters for stator 7
SAWTOOTH PATTERN #7
55 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 1.016mm, GAMMA=O.34


















































































































































































































23. 11. 74<r' 1 565.512 .14'-'E-0 3 5. *<:>•=> 5 310.
24. 12.184 1563.852 . 14>r'E-O3 5.c'00 7186.
25. 24.O50 1570.502 .150E-03 8.549 1O60.
26. 24.081 1572.648 .150E-03 8.571 1796.
27. 23.74<=- 1553.462 .145E-03 8.487 2614.
28. 23.7'=>6 1568.311 . 14C'E-03 8.526 3550.
2*. 24.117 1567.635 .149E-03 8.523 5333.
30. 24.150 1566.071 . 149E-03 8.4>:>7 7186.
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A.8 Test Data: Operating Conditions and Parameters for stator 8.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN #8
6O TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 1.524mm, GAMMA=0.48


























































































































































































































A.9 Test Data: Operating Conditions and Parameters for stator 9.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN #*
60 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 1.524mm, GAMI*1A=0.63




































































































































































































































A. 10 Test Data: Operating Conditions and Parameters for stator 10.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN
60 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 1.524(T,ir,, GAMMA=0.33










































































































































































































































































































A.11 Test Data: Operating Conditions and Parameters for stator 11
SAWTOOTH PATTERN 811
60 TEETH, TOOTH OEPTH= 1.524mm, GAMMA=0.47






























































































































































































































B.I Test Data: Force Coefficients (average and standard deviations)
and average force magnitudes for stator 1.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN #1
25 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 2.540mm, GAMMA=0.40
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B.2 Test Data: Force Coefficients (average and standard deviations)
and average force magnitudes for stator 2.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN #2
25 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 2.54mn-,, GAMMA=.40
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* ESTIMATED
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B.3 Test Data: Force Coefficients (average and standard deviations)
and average force magnitudes for stator 3-
SAWTOOTH PATTERN #3
25 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 2.540mm, GAMMA=0.74










































































































































































































































































B.M Test Data: Force Coefficients (average and standard deviations)
and average force magnitudes for stator *4.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN *4
25 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 2.540mm, GAMMA=O.74

















































































































































































































































































B.5 Test Data: Force Coefficients (average and standard deviations)
and average force magnitudes for stator 5.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN #5
105 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 1.016mm, GAMMA=0.64
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B.6 Test Data: Force Coefficients (average and standard deviations)
and average force magnitudes for stator 6.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN #6
SO TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 1.016mm, GAMMA=0.4*
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B.7 Test Data: Force Coefficients (average and standard deviations)
and average force magnitudes for stator 7.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN #7
55 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 1.016mm, GAMMA=0.34
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B.8 Test Data: Force Coefficients (average and standard deviations)
and average force magnitudes for stator 8.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN #8
60 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 1.524mm, GAMMA=0.48
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B.9 Test Data: Force Coefficients (average and standard deviations)
and average force magnitudes for stator 9.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN tt^
60 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 1.524mm, GAMMA=.6S

















































































































































































































































































B.10 Test Data: Force Coefficients (average and standard deviations)
and average force magnitudes for stator 10.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN #10
6O TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 1.524mm, GAMMA=O.33











































































































































































































































































B.11 Test Data: Force Coefficients (average and standard deviations)
and average force magnitudes for stator 11.
SAWTOOTH PATTERN #11
60 TEETH, TOOTH DEPTH= 1.524mm, GAMMA=0.47
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